Curtis Nowosad Projects
CNQ
CNQ (Curtis Nowosad Quintet) is
a band featuring both
established veterans and young
torchbearers alike, and indeed,
musically it aims to bridge the
gap between jazz tradition and
the present. Originally formed
in Canada, the band has
recorded two criticallyacclaimed albums, The Skeptic &
the Cynic (2012) and Dialectics
(Cellar Live, 2015), both
featuring a core quintet of
Jimmy Greene on tenor
saxophone, Derrick Gardner on
trumpet, Steve Kirby on bass
and the bandleader, drummer
Curtis Nowosad. The band
showcases both Nowosad’s
original compositions and daring
and inventive arrangements of songs by anyone from Thelonious Monk,
Wayne Shorter or Ornette Coleman, to Bob Marley, Pink Floyd, Michael
Jackson or 2Pac. The band has toured Canada coast-to-coast, and since
relocating to New York, CNQ has performed at venues such as Smalls,
Fat Cat, Rockwood Music Hall, Cornelia St. Café and others, as well as
featuring some of NYC’s most highly-regarded young musicians such as
trumpeters Marquis Hill, Wayne Tucker and Adam O’Farrill, saxophonists
Brent Birckhead and Jordan Pettay, pianists Michael King and Billy
Test, and bassists Eric Wheeler and George DeLancey, as well as
acknowledged masters Jon Gordon, Bruce Barth, Alex Norris and Joe
Magnarelli.
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CNOTE
CNOTE (Curtis Nowosad Organ
Trio Experience) is a band that
has developed a following in
New York for its ability to
bring a party wherever it goes.
Featuring Nowosad alongside
Christopher McBride on alto
saxophone and Jonathan Thomas
on organ, along with an
extended family of New York’s
funkiest musicians, the band’s
repertoire draws heavily from
70s soul such as Stevie Wonder,
Donny Hathaway, Bill Withers
and Marvin Gaye, as well as
incorporating elements of hip
hop, neo-soul and contemporary
gospel and R&B along with open
and adventurous jazz
improvisation and group
interplay. Known for playing
full sets without stopping the
music, the trio is like a human
jukebox, with an uncanny
chemistry developed over the
course of a nine-month Friday
and Saturday night residency at
Rue B in NYC’s East Village.
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